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I. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A fundamental goal of the Ada* program is to increase portability between different Ada Programming Support Environments (APSEs). Recognizing that transportability extends beyond language issues, the Ada Joint Program Office has formed the Kernel APSE Interface Team and Kernel APSE Interface Team for Industry and Academia (KIT and KITIA) [8]. These teams are formulating the requirements for, and preliminary form of, a set of kernel interfaces for tools that are needed to support an APSE. The thesis driving this development is: if programs that comprise an APSE use the same interface to the underlying kernel then tools and data will be transportable among APSEs. The KIT and KITIA have designed a preliminary version of the interfaces necessary for supporting program development tools. The interfaces [2], called the Common APSE Interface Set (CAIS--pronounced as case), extends the functionality of Ada as needed for implementing APSE tools. As the name implies, CAIS is to be adopted on all Ada development environments as the interface between tools and their underlying kernel facilities.

Tool transportability can be viewed as having three necessary conditions. The language processor must be identical

---

*Ada is a registered trademark of the United States Department of Defense Ada Joint Program Office.
across APSEs, tool-to-tool protocols must be identical, and the tool-to-kernel interface must be identical. Figure 1 shows the three types of interactions that correspond to these conditions. Tool-to-tool protocols are represented with a dashed edge indicating an indirect interaction. Any communication one tool has with another is actually realized through either the language or kernel interface. Another example of an indirect interaction, although not involved in transportability, is the human-to-tool interface. User interactions with a tool are also realized indirectly through underlying services. The Ada Compiler Validation Center (ACVC) addresses the first transportability condition by supporting and administrating a Compiler Validation Suite [9]. The second condition requiring the use of common tool-to-tool protocols refers to interactions among tools. Tool-to-tool protocols may take the form of intermediate files, message streams, inter-tool timing and synchronization, or resource contention. When transporting an isolated tool, independent of others with which it communicates, these protocols must be addressed. For instance, if a debugger were to be transported from one APSE to another, the compiler-to-debugger protocols, such as those manifest through the symbol table and intermediate code, must be identical on the original and target APSEs.

The interface to kernel operations, which support files, devices, and processes, must also be identical to transport a tool. KIT and KITIA have designed the CAIS to address this aspect of transportability. One of the objectives of the APSE
Figure 1. APSE Tool Transportability Interfaces.

Evaluation and Validation Team (E&V) is to initiate the development of a CAIS Validation Suite [1]. The suite will be administered to assess compliance to the CAIS specification in much the same way as the Compiler Validation Suite is used. If a tool uses only CAIS facilities and uses them in a manner consistent with the CAIS specification then this transportability requirement is satisfied. While functional compatibility of CAIS implementations will be assured through validation, a tool will not transport unless it uses CAIS
according to specifications. For example, a tool may be written to depend upon functionality that extends the CAIS in a way that is not detectable by the validation suite.

A prerequisite to developing the CAIS Validation Suite is a clear specification. Since the purpose of validation is to assess the degree to which an implementation adheres to the specification, a concise, complete, and consistent specification is needed. Aside from its utility to users and implementors, the specification is the primary input to constructing a validation suite.

An example from CAIS further motivates this need and demonstrates how difficult complete natural language specifications are to write. CAIS section 6.2.2 describes synchronous and asynchronous operations that allow one process to call another. In describing the parameter RELATIONSHIP_KEY to the asynchronous call, CAIS states:

"The calling task can either supply the KEY or the CAIS implementation will assign a key via UNIQUE_CHILD_KEY."

Although the statement itself is clear, when taken in the context of other CAIS operations it is either incomplete or inconsistent. According to the statement, the user-defined key could be a duplicate (the same key as another child's of the same primary relation). If this is indeed allowed, it is inconsistent with other CAIS operations that don't specify the meaning of accessing a duplicate key. More likely, the
statement is incomplete, and the intended meaning is:

If the calling task supplies a key that is unique to all siblings of the same relation then that key is used. Otherwise, the implementation will assign a key that is unique across the relation.

An incomplete or inconsistent specification leaves the validator with the choice of either ignoring a potentially distinguishing semantic characteristic or interpreting the intentions of the designer. As applied to the child key example, the validator could either not test a duplicate key or assume the designers intent to force no duplicates.

The report of a preliminary study of validation in an APSE [7], indicates that specifying an interface set, such as CAIS, requires more than a description of the syntax and functionality. Additionally, interactions that exist at the interface must be specified. Hidden within the implementation, operations are related to each other in the same way as tools are related. Several CAIS operations may use a common data structure or may be synchronized. Further, any pragmatic limits which apply to implementations must also be specified. These might include the length of identifier strings, field sizes, maximum number of processes, or maximum number of times a facility can be called.

The question addressed in this report is: How can the meaning of CAIS be specified in a manner that is readable, lends itself to the complete capture of semantics, and aids in
constructing a validation suite? The remainder of the report discusses a CAIS specification technique that incorporates separate parts for functionality, interactions, and pragmatic limits. The syntax of CAIS operations is also a necessary part of the specification, but it is assumed that the visible part of Ada package specifications are a good vehicle for this description.

II. SPECIFYING FUNCTIONALITY

CAIS consists of several package specifications, some defining types and others defining interface operations. Package specifications, however, only provide syntactic structure. This structure distinguishes between procedures and functions, the names and types of parameters, and return types. Currently, the functionality of operations is specified through commentary descriptions. For the purposes of this paper, functionality means the manipulations and checks made on input arguments, any conditions causing errors/exceptions, specific return status, and the outputs (effects) generated by an operation.

The validation report [7] discusses four alternative
methods for describing interface functionality including English commentary, examples, formal descriptions, and Abstract Machines.

Commentary, or a natural language description, is currently being used in the CAIS specification since it is easy to construct and comprehensible, but it is easy to overlook key semantic issues, which often result in incompleteness or ambiguity. When presented with commentary descriptions, the validator is often left with the task of resolving ambiguity and making arbitrary semantic decisions as indicated in the example of a child key already cited. While it is true that incomplete specifications can be generated using any technique, the more rigorous structure of formal and Abstract Machine descriptions make incompleteness less of a problem than with commentary. Natural language descriptions of functionality are valuable during the design phase, but must be replaced by increasingly more complete techniques as the design solidifies.

One method of specifying the entire CAIS semantics, which has been explored by Freedman [3], uses a formal technique based on Denotational Semantics [10]. Formal specifications could use either a Denotational or Axiomatic [6] approach, which provide the mathematical meaning of each of the operations being specified. If an axiomatic approach were adopted, a mathematical theory of CAIS would be developed. Axioms (or assumed truths) would be designed, in the form of logical statements. Each axiom would describe the
functionality of an operation such as INVOKE_PROCESS. For example an axiom for OPEN might take the form:

\[
\text{PRE \{OPEN(path,handle)\} POST}
\]

Where \text{PRE} and \text{POST} are logical propositions. The interpretation of the axiom states that if \text{PRE} is satisfied before invoking OPEN then \text{POST} is satisfied when (if) it completes. \text{PRE} and \text{POST}, describe in terms of path and handle, the functionality of OPEN. Rules would also be constructed showing how axioms could be combined to describe the meaning of invoking various combinations of operations. Theorems of the theory could then be proven indicating the meaning of various CAIS operations as they might be used by a tool.

Functionality can also be described operationally in the form of Abstract Machines. To apply this approach, programs are written to describe what CAIS operations do. If there existed an executor for the programs (the Abstract Machine) then an operational definition of CAIS functionality would exist. Freedman indicates that an operational description of programming languages (usually a prototype compiler) has traditionally existed prior to a formal description. In a later point paper [4], he suggests that such a description of CAIS be developed. Abstract Machines can provide an adequate link between the operational and formal definitions providing that the two primary drawbacks discussed by Freedman [3] are resolved.

One drawback is that the Abstract Machine approach is
bottom-up. Before descriptions of operations can be detailed (or understood), the instructions and data recognizable by the machine must be designed. It is true that any semantic description technique must define the meta-language in which the description is formulated. For the CAIS (its users and implementors), the best solution to this problem is to describe functionality in an Ada-like language, which is done in the Abstract Machines presented in this paper.

The second drawback to Abstract Machines is that they may bind the implementor to a specific implementation technique. While an Abstract Machine description of a CAIS operation can indicate a specific implementation, the technique used to construct Abstract Programs can minimize implementation dependence. For example, one abstract description of CAIS Node Handles might completely specify their type. Implementation independence can be retained by incompletely specifying the handle and only indicating the primitive operations that the Abstract Program needs to perform on a handle. Beyond properly constructing abstract programs, it must be emphasized that the descriptions generated as Abstract Programs define functionality only through the effects that their conceived execution would have. Although Abstract Machine descriptions may implicate a single implementation, any implementation generating the same externally observable effect is suitable.
This section characterizes the Abstract Machine approach, and presents an example Abstract Program for a part of CAIS Process Control. Writing programs for an Abstract Machine, which describe CAIS operations, is the basis for this approach. The utility of such a description is independent of an actual executor for the machine. The value of the technique depends greatly on whether the intended audience can understand the meanings of Abstract Programs. For CAIS, an Abstract Program describing INVOKE_PROCESS is only useful if CAIS users, designers, and implementors can understand the operation independent of an executor. Since the Abstract Machine may never be built, it must be well-defined and human understandable.

The Abstract Machine, for which programs are presented in this paper, consists of three components:

1. A Processor
2. A Storage Facility
3. An Instruction Set

The processor is able to recognize and execute instructions from a predefined set. Each instruction has an action that the processor carries out in some data context. One component of the processor, called the environment pointer, indicates the data context in which an instruction is to be executed.
Another component, the instruction pointer, allows the processor to sequence through the instructions of the program executing them as appropriate.

The storage of the processor is a memory for both data and programs. Data values, as named through program identifiers, may be stored for reference throughout the execution of a program. The last component of the Abstract Machine, the instruction set defines actions that may be performed in a program. The foundation of the instruction set used in this report is Ada.

The functionality of a CAIS operation is given by detailing an Ada-like package body. Package bodies are described through a set of procedural instructions, which if executed would perform the intended function. In constructing an Abstract Program, operations are needed that are not part of the Ada language. These operations and primitive objects, which are also needed to augment Ada, are treated as axioms of the machine. The meanings of primitive objects and operations are left to commented package specifications. These additional packages, whose bodies are not detailed, can be viewed as extending the instruction set of the Abstract Machine to include operations, objects, and types beyond the scope of Ada. Figure 2 illustrates the Abstract Machine for CAIS. The processor and storage have components for the Ada language as well as additional aspects indicating the ability to extend Ada. Abstract Programs are indicated to exist for each CAIS
Several reasons make Ada a desirable vehicle for the definition. One reason is the richness of Ada control constructs and type facilities, which are enhanced by packages, exceptions, and tasking. These make it particularly suitable for semantic description. Further support for using Ada lies in the observation that any language used as a semantic description tool must have well-defined semantics of its own. Although Ada has not been specified formally, the language's controlled definition does provide an adequate semantic base for the Abstract Machine. Another reason for using Ada is that the descriptions can be compiled, but the most compelling reason is that it is compatible with the problem and user
environment. CAIS implementors and users will be familiar with Ada making the Abstract Programs much more comprehensible.

B. THE ABSTRACT PROGRAM FOR SPAWN_PROCESS

The CAIS specification currently consists of a group of related Ada package specifications together with associated commentary. The package specifications demonstrate the syntax of operations, and English commentary is used to describe both the semantics and rationale for components. The Process Control package of CAIS provides for invocation, state query, temporary suspension, and termination of programs. Using a process for each Ada program, a tree structure of process nodes exists for each job. The root of the tree is called CURRENT_JOB. Each time a process invokes another, the new process becomes a child of the caller. All processes in the tree are uniquely identified by a pathname that consists of a sequence of delimited pairs of relation names and relationship keys. Each pair in the pathname corresponds to a single level of the tree. A child is uniquely selected by the pair, where the relation name (DOT--abbreviated as '.') identifies among possibly many relations emanating from a node, and the key identifies one of possibly many siblings of the relation.
Mechanisms provided for invoking a program include synchronous and asynchronous calls. The synchronous facility is the logical equivalent of procedure call. The caller transfers control to the called program and awaits its completion, at which time the caller continues execution. The procedure INVOKE_PROCESS implements synchronous calls and includes parameters that return the results and completion status of the called program. Asynchronous call (SPAWNPROCESS) initiates a program as requested, but provides no further communication or synchronization. Once the new program has been initiated, the caller continues independent of the called program. No feedback to the caller is automatically provided, but the operation AWAIT_PROCESS can be called to synchronize with completion and obtain results. Communication among asynchronously executing programs can be accomplished through the message operations provided by the package CAIS_PROCESS_COMMUNICATION.

Figure 3 contains an Abstract Program for the asynchronous calling mechanism SPAWNPROCESS, which is contained in the Abstract Program for CAIS_PROCESS_CONTROL. Although the remainder of the body is not shown, it defines the context for SPAWNPROCESS to include the necessary node and process definitions. The Abstract Program for SPAWNPROCESS causes a process node to be created for the program and causes the process to begin execution. The indicated program is first found and verified to be in executable form. By opening the associated file node, the pathname is traversed obtaining a
procedure SPAWN_PROCESS (PROGRAM: in PROGRAM STRING;
PARAMS: in PARAMS STRING; NODE: in out NODE TYPE;
KEY: in out RELATIONSHIP KEY:=UNIQUE CHILD KEY;
STD_IN: in FILE_TYPE:=CAIS TEXT IO.CURRENT_INPUT;
STD_OUT: in FILE_TYPE:=CAIS TEXT IO.CURRENT_OUTPUT;
STD_ERROR: in FILE_TYPE:=CAIS TEXT IO.CURRENT_ERROR;
CURR_NODE: in NAME STRING:="CURRENT_NODE");

IS_UNIQUE : BOOLEAN:=TRUE;
NODE,NEXT_NODE : NODE_TYPE;
FILE_TYPE : CAIS LIST UTIL.LIST
ITERATOR : NODE_ITERATOR;

begin
OPEN(NODE,PROGRAM);
if KIND(NODE) /= FILE then CLOSE(NODE);
raise NAME_ERROR;
end if;
GET_NODE_ATTRIBUTE(NODE,"file_type",FILE_TYPE)
if CAIS_LIST_UTIL.IDENTIFIER(FILE_TYPE)=='executable_image'
then CLOSE(NODE);
raise NAME_ERROR;
end if;
CLOSE(NODE);
-- Assume CURRENT_PROCESS is a handle on myself.
-- Determine whether the user specified key is unique.
ITERATE(ITERATOR,CURRENT_PROCESS,KIND=>PROCESS);
while (IS UNIQUE and MORE(ITERATOR)) loop
GET_NEXT(ITERATOR,NEXT NODE);
if PRIMARY KEY(NEXT_NODE) = KEY
then KEY := UNIQUE KEY(CURRENT_PROCESS,'.',KEY);
IS_UNIQUE:=FALSE;
end if;
end loop;
CREATE_PROCESS_NODE(CURRENT_PROCESS,KEY,PROGRAM,PARAMS,
"ready",STD_IN,STD_OUT,STD_ERR);
CONCURRENT_RUN(CURRENT_PROCESS,'.',KEY);
end SPAWN_PROCESS;

Figure 3. Abstract Program for SPAWN_PROCESS

handle to the program. A check is then made to assure that the file node contains an executable program. The argument list to SPAWN_PROCESS includes a relationship key to be used in naming the newly created process node. SPAWN_PROCESS checks to see whether the key is unique among other processes already
initiated. The final actions taken by SPAWN_PROCESS are to create the process node as a direct descendant of the caller and to request execution of the new process.

In current form, CAIS does not adequately address valid inputs or error/exceptional conditions. As an example, the first parameter to both forms of program invocation is the name of the program being invoked. Although it is intuitively clear what a program name is, this parameter must be further defined. Syntactically, aside from the fact that the program name is a string, what is the proper form for a program name? Are there special characters that may or may not be allowed in a program name? In this case, the intention is that the name must be a valid file system name. Are there any additional constraints on the name as is often the case in interactive systems (eg, .EXE suffix)? What happens when the name is not syntactically correct? A further line of questioning revolves around the existence of the program, privileges to access it, and request its execution. The answers to many of these questions can be provided by reference to other CAIS components. For example, the syntactic form of a pathname is detailed in CAIS Section 3.1.3. Figure 3 references OPEN from CAIS_NODE_MANAGEMENT to provide name validation. Such references allow duplication of semantic description to be avoided.

The way that CAIS operations handle errors and the conditions causing errors can be made clear through Abstract
Programs. CAIS provides exceptions to indicate to the caller such occurrences as NAME_ERROR, USE_ERROR, and CAPACITY_ERROR. Abstract Programs for operations that raise exceptions can indicate under what conditions the exception is raised and whether any other CAIS components handle the exception (supposing an exception is raised in a CAIS procedure called by a CAIS procedure).

The statements:

```plaintext
if CAIS_LIST_UTIL.IDENTIFIER(FILE_TYPE) /= 'executable_image'
    then CLOSE(NODE);
    raise (NAME_ERROR);
end if;
```

make it clear that the condition causing the NAME_ERROR exception is that the PROGRAM argument does not name an executable node. The absence of a handler, indicates that the caller of the facility is responsible for deciding on an appropriate action.

SPAWN_PROCESS requires a unique key as an argument that identifies the process being created. If the user wishes to spawn a program as the child of the current process, but does not know a unique key for the new process, then the CAIS facility will generate one. While it is indeed important that all keys for the descendants of a process node be unique, it would be desirable to have the CAIS force that uniqueness by changing the argument KEY provided by the user. In Figure 3, the KEY parameter has been changed to IN OUT, and SPAWN PROCESS checks for the uniqueness of the KEY. If it is not unique then
a unique one is obtained as the new value of KEY. This is an example in which there are two distinct successful completion states for a CAIS facility. Using an additional parameter to return status information pertaining to the execution of the facility is much easier in this instance than using exceptions.

In the Abstract Program for SPAWN_PROCESS, interactions with (uses of) other CAIS operations are made explicit by inclusion of the calls to those facilities. Examples of this are the uses of OPEN, CLOSE, KIND, GET_NODE_ATTRIBUTE, ITERATE, and MORE which are Node Model routines; and IDENTIFIER which is from CAIS List Utilities. Two operations are called, however, which are not defined elsewhere in CAIS. CREATE_PROCESS_NODE is used to build and initialize storage for a process. CONCURRENT_RUN is used to indicate that once a process node has been created and properly initialized, that something is done to allow execution. No specific details, aside from a package specification including them, are given for these operations. They are assumed to be operations executable by the Abstract Machine. Commentary in the specification of CONCURRENT_RUN might describe its functionality as:

The newly created process will begin execution concurrently with the current process. Whatever action that causes the process to complete will be reflected in the STATE and COMPLETION_STATUS attributes of this process node.
CAIS defines an interface providing kernel services to program development tools. Operations alone characterize this interface as it appears to the tool writer, but in an implementation of CAIS, interactions take place among operations and with the environment encompassing CAIS. Specifying the functionality of operations only partially exhibits these interactions, which are termed Protocols and Hidden Interfaces. In this section we categorize these interactions, indicate why they are important to validation, and indicate how they can be specified.

A. HIDDEN INTERFACES

The distinction between Protocols and Interfaces is based on the application of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Model to an APSE as detailed in [7] and later expanded and refined by Goodwin [5]. In one form of this model, the APSE consists of layers of logical levels as shown in Figure 4. One level is made up of development tools, another below it is the CAIS, and below CAIS is all that is needed to support CAIS.
Using this model, Hidden Interfaces are the interactions that provide for communication between objects at different levels. An implementation of the CAIS has two interfaces, one with the tools that use CAIS operations, and the other with the underlying operating system or runtime system. The word Interface in "Common APSE Interface Set" refers to the tool interface.

Upward Hidden Interfaces, those with tools, are the rules that detail how CAIS operations may be used. These rules further the interface specification by crystalizing the functional interdependencies among CAIS operations. In almost every instance, the result of one CAIS operation can only be viewed through another. For example, if one process uses the SEND operation to communicate with another, a corresponding
RECEIVE must be invoked to obtain the information. As another example, before any operations may be performed on a node, OPEN must be invoked to obtain a valid handle. Upon completing operations on a node, the handle must be nullified using CLOSE (or UNLOCK). In general terms, Abstract Programs detail what CAIS operations do, and Hidden Interfaces augment this information with the rules governing how CAIS operations interact when called by tools.

The interactions are important to the tool writer, but are also needed to construct a validation mechanism. Since the implementation details of a particular CAIS will be hidden from the validation tool, it must determine proper functionality of an operation by observing through another operation. For example, OPEN can only be validated by using the generated handle in other CAIS operations, and by observing response to erroneous input. One form of OPEN demonstrates this in more detail.

OPEN(NODE: in out NODETYPE, NAME: in NAMESTRING)

When calling OPEN an output is generated in the parameter NODE that is a handle to the object specified by the pathname NAME. A validation suite is unable to examine the details of NODE to determine whether OPEN works correctly. Instead the suite must use OPEN to generate a handle and then exercise the correctness of the handle through other CAIS operations.

Another example of an Upward Hidden Interface is the attribute attached to file nodes indicating whether the file
contains an executable program. This specific interface exists between SPAWN_PROCESS and the APSE tool that creates the file node (Linker). While it is not important that all implementations of SPAWN_PROCESS use the same IDENTIFIER list shown in Figure 3, it is important that a file node contain an indication of its contents that can be examined by SPAWN_PROCESS. The validation suite must exercise this protocol.

Downward Hidden Interfaces are the rules and conventions governing interactions between a CAIS implementation and the underlying operating system. One such interaction exists between CAIS and the runtime support for Ada. If CAIS operations are to raise, propagate, and possibly handle exceptions then implementations must follow the same conventions as the Ada runtime system. CAIS operations, which may or may not be implemented in Ada, must be able to raise exceptions and cause them to be propagated to the calling tool. Any operation that uses another CAIS operation must be able to either handle or propagate exceptions generated by the called routine. A CAIS implementation may either use existing services for treating exceptions or may follow specified conventions that implement exception semantics. In either situation, the validation of a CAIS implementation needs to fully exercise the interface to tools where exceptions are concerned.

In general, Downward Hidden Interfaces exist when the CAIS
implementation uses an underlying object that is also used by tools. In the example cited above, the details of exception implementation need to be common to both CAIS and APSE tools. This form of interaction has, in part, motivated a position by Gargaro* emphasizing that runtime support needs to be addressed as part of the CAIS (Common APSE Interface Set). Independent of the common runtime support issue, downward Hidden Interfaces need to be specified because of their impact on implementation and validation. For the implementor, the specification must detail what existing services must be used, or must detail what conventions must be adhered to. For the validator, the specification guides forming tests exercising either proper use of existing services or adherence to conventions.

B. PROTOCOLS

Protocols refer to communication that takes place between other objects at the same level. Protocols govern interactions among CAIS operations, and are specified through the Abstract CAIS Programs. As was pointed out in a previous section, a

functional description of one operation may include calls to other CAIS operations. This type of interaction, called Uses-Protocol, shows a functional hierarchy within CAIS. As an example, SPAWN_PROCESS (Figure 3) uses Node Management OPEN to obtain a handle to the file node containing the program to be executed.

A previous section has stated that the instructions within an Abstract Program do not limit implementations. The functionality of an operation is not defined by the instructions of the program, but is defined by the effect of executing the program on the Abstract Machine. The question arises, however, whether implementations of SPAWN_PROCESS should use OPEN in the same manner as shown in the Abstract program? The advantage of requiring the use of OPEN is that the number of test cases needed to validate SPAWN_PROCESS would be greatly reduced. For example, several different input conditions for OPEN may result in raising the EXCEPTION NAME_ERROR. If the validation suite for OPEN tests each of these input conditions then only two separate corresponding cases are needed for SPAWN_PROCESS. Relying on the fact that OPEN is called and has already been validated, SPAWN_PROCESS need only be tested to assure that it acts appropriately for both exceptional and normal returns from OPEN. If, however, SPAWN_PROCESS is not required to use OPEN, then a test case must be generated for each possible syntactic error and nonexistent node error that may cause SPAWN_PROCESS to propagate a NAME_ERROR. While requiring CAIS operations to use
others has clear advantages and disadvantages, including Use Protocols in Abstract Programs displays a needed functional hierarchy of CAIS.

IV. SPECIFYING PRAGMATIC LIMITS

The final part of a CAIS specification provides details of any limits which are applicable to the operations being specified. One type of limit provides a bound on the use of an operation or object. Another provides a limit on the size of a CAIS object, such as identifier strings, number of entries, and length of message strings. Use Limits specify constraints on the control structure of tools. For example, the number of processes that may be spawned by another or the number of message channels that a process uses are determined by the sequence in which instructions in the tool are executed. Value limits on the size of CAIS objects, however, affect arguments used in calls to CAIS operations. Both types of limits need to be specified.

While the distinction between Use limits and Value Limits is not important for the CAIS user or implementor, each present different problems to transporting tools. For example,
consider the limits on channels from Section 6.6 of CAIS [2].

A conforming implementation must support channel names of up to 20 characters. A conforming implementation must support up to 20 simultaneous accepting channels from the same process.

Channels, which are used to communicate messages between processes, are limited in both the size of their names and in the number a process may use at a given time. Limiting the number of characters in a channel name is an instance of a Value Limit, while limiting the number of simultaneous channels is a Use Limit. The task of validating that a CAIS implementation conforms to the limits can be done in a straightforward manner. A validation tool can exercise CAIS operations both within and outside the limits specified. The question of whether a tool adheres to the CAIS, however, is not as easily determined. Through static analysis of the tool, adherence to Value Limits can be determined since parameter typing information is all that is necessary. In reference to the limit above, a tool that uses channels to communicate can be examined statically to determine that channel names have 20 or fewer characters. Determining whether the same tool adheres to the limit placed on simultaneous channels, however, is not as easy. Since adherence to Use Limits depends on the control structure of the tool, dynamic instrumentation is often necessary. Input from external sources, such as user input or information from other processes, often determines the execution path through a tool such as an editor or command language interpreter. In these cases, static analysis can only
indicate which inputs determine control flow.

The form in which limits are specified can have consequences on CAIS validation and tool transportability. The use of defined constants and type attributes in the definition of Ada has eased language validation and increased program transportability. By using much the same specification technique for CAIS limits, CAIS validation can be simplified and tool transportability can be increased. To exemplify how the attribute \texttt{TYPE'LAST} and CAIS implementation defined constants can be used, consider in addition to the limits on channels defined above, the following limit from CAIS Section 5.2.5.2.

Each element of a direct-access file is selected by an integer index of type \texttt{COUNT}. A conforming implementation must at least support a range of indices from 1 to 32767. If the CAIS implementation was required to define the attribute \texttt{COUNT'LAST} to indicate the upper bound for the index then the following implications hold. Tool writers could in many applications construct tools whose correct operation depended on the attribute rather than a specific predetermined upper bound. The advantage of writing tools in this manner is that transportability is gained at the cost of performance differences.

To see how constants can also be used to ease validation and increase tool portability, consider the following alternative specification of the channel Use Limit given above.
Conforming implementations shall define the constant MAXIMUM_SIMULTANEOUS_CHANNELS and support exactly that many simultaneous accepting channels. A minimum value for the constant shall be 20.

Without such a constant, the validator does not know, independent of the implementation, how many accepting channels are implemented. The validation suite must simply be an exerciser. Not knowing what limit is implemented, the validation suite would be unable to expect well defined behavior within and outside the range. To accommodate this, the validation suite could be changed to fit each separate CAIS validated. One set of test cases could address values within the implemented limit and expect acceptable results, and another set of cases could address robust behavior outside the implemented limit. Without the constant, the suite would have to be manually adjusted to each implementation to know which inputs should produce functional results and which should demonstrate robust behavior.

V. SUMMARY

In this paper a specification technique for the Common Ada Programming Support Environment Interface Set (CAIS) has been presented. The specification consists of parts detailing the
syntax of operations, Abstract Machine Programs to demonstrate
the functionality of operations, Protocols and Hidden
Interfaces to indicate interactions among operations, and
Pragmatic Limits for implementations. The paper argues that an
Abstract Machine based on Ada provides a well-defined
description technique for CAIS functionality. The use of an
Ada-based Abstract Machine is motivated by CAIS users
familiarity with Ada, and the ability to produce a validation
tool from the descriptions. The paper shows that Protocols and
Hidden Interfaces are necessary to a complete specification,
and shows how they can be detailed through commentary and
Abstract Programs. Two types of implementation limits are
presented as necessary to CAIS (Use Limits and Value Limits),
and a format for specifying limits is presented.

The specification technique presented in this paper is
being applied to the Process Control and Node Model packages of
CAIS by the authors. Further work is currently in progress to
show how a validation suite can be generated from an Abstract
Machine based specification of CAIS. The approach being taken
is to use Abstract Programs and Limits to identify needed test
cases. This is done in a white-box (using the instructions in
Abstract Programs) fashion. Since validation is to be done at
the interface, rather than by observing implementation details,
the anticipated results for each test case are constructed from
Protocol and Hidden Interface information.
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